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Recently a number of applications appeared where a long- pulse (duration more then 0.1
ms) electron beam had to be focused on a solid surface to obtain energy density 1 kJ/cm2 or
more [1,2]. It is well known that in these conditions a jet of partially ionized sputtered target
matter propagates into the beam and shields, to some extent, the surface from the energy flux.
But the self-consistent process is too complicated to obtain reliable values of jet parameters,
shielding efficiency and surface etching rate otherwise then experimentally.

We investigated such processes in a special experimental setup (see also [1]). Its
schematic layout is presented in Fig.l. Electron beam energy and current were varied over a
broad range - 10..40 keV and 0.1 .4.5 A correspondingly. The beam was formed in a Pierce
gun and after additional two-stage magnetic compression struck a graphite target in less then 1
mm2 spot. Thus power density up to 20 MW/cm2 was available. Instead of focusing the beam
upon the target it was possible also to disperse it over a large- area collector, which was useful
for selecting target- caused phenomena among others. Due to multi-stage compression system
and long (~1 m) drift tube the electron gun was rather effectively protected from plasma
influence and usually current pulse duration (up to 5 ms) was not limited by gun gap
breakdown.

In our experiments in single-pulse regime was obtained the following set of beam
parameters and signals: voltage on the gun gap; currents of cathode, target and electrodes
forming a transportation channel (TC); signals of X-ray gauges located near
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Fig.l. Diagram of the experimental device.
1 - thermionic cathode; 2 - anode; 3 - shield; 4 - section of TC inside the magnetic shield; 5 - drift tube;
6,7 - solenoids; 8 - large-area collector; 9 - target; 10 - X-ray gauges; 11,12 - light guides.
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the target, which we connect with a flow of fast electrons on the target surface; light radiation
of plasma from different parts of transportation channel.

In shots with comparatively small current (less then 0.5 A) all current was divided between
two electrodes - the target It (or the collector, if the target solenoid was not connected) and a
section of TC situated inside the magnetic shield ( 4 in fig. 1) Ie. The proportion between these
two currents depended on the magnetic field magnitude and distribution, so we attribute Ie to
electrons reflected by one of magnetic mirrors.

But for larger beam currents the evolution
changed considerably and three stages were
traceable in oscillograms (Fig.2). In the first
period the character of processes in the beam
was the same as for small current (this stage
is marked with sign "I" in the Fig.2). The
duration of this stage depended on beam
current and magnetic field parameters and
thus on current distribution over the system
electrodes.

Later (stage II in Fig.2) a current appeared
on the main part of the drift tube (5 in Fig. 1).
The sign of the current shows its ion nature.
Simultaneously a dip in the target current and
a rise in the magnetic shield electrode
currents were observed. But signals of X-ray
gauges didn't confirm the fall of fast electron
flow to the target. And during this stage (and
the next stages too) electrode currents could
be easily redistributed among the electrodes
by application to them small (about 50 V)
voltages. So we think that the current signals
after the stage I were strongly affected by the
flows of secondary particles and did not
reflect reliably the current of primary
electrons.

There are a number of possible sources of
secondary charged particles (electrons and
ions) in the beam system, ionization of
residual gas and sputtered matter, plasma
generation on bombarded surfaces, secondary
electron and electron-induced ion emission,
etc. On our esteems, full beam neutralization even with only residual gas ions had to occur at
our vacuum conditions ("10"6 Torr) in less then 100 (as, independently on the beam current.
But in experiment the difference between the cases of large and small current was qualitative.
And we attribute the difference to the interaction of the beam with bombarded electrodes -
generation of dense collector plasma and intense sputtering with ionization of sputtered matter.
Dense target plasma formation and propagation through the transportation channel during the
stage II was observed (in the case of focused beam) in the signals of light receivers (Ul and U2
in Fig.2). If the beam was not focused on the target, the light in the target part of TC was not
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Fig.2. A set of oscillograms obtained in a 30 kV,
3.5A current pulse with the beam focused on the
target.
1 - X-ray gauge signal; 2 - target current; 3 - current
to the TC section inside the magnetic shield, 4 - drift
tube current; 5 and 6 - signals of light recievers
connected to light guides 11 and 12 correspondingly.
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observed which indicates that in this case dense target plasma didn't form. But defocusing of
the beam had not altered the character of the stage II processes. So we are inclined to consider
that in the defocused beam the current evolution during the stage II was determined, at least in
the defocused beam, by the influence of the plasma born on the magnetic shield electrode 4.
The fact of plasma generation on this electrode was confirmed by the traces of etching found
later on its surface. Another reason for this conclusion is that the "quiet" stage I was the
shorter the greater was the magnitude of magnetic field in the TC and thus the greater was the
current to magnetic shield electrode.

The mechanism of influence of this plasma on the processes in the beam is not yet clear.
The plasma could act here simply as a more intensive (compared with gas ionization) source of
secondary particles. It would result in the rise of the beam potential that will push ions in radial
direction onto the drift tube. (The positive potential with magnitude of a few Volts would be
enough for ions to overcome the magnetic field).

The other possibility is in effect of the plasma formation on electron optics of the system.
Magnetic field lines in the region were the TC passes the magnetic shield come onto the
surface of electrode 4 (Fig. 1). But slow secondary electrons moving along the lines could be
repelled by electrostatic field of the Pierce gun beam cross-over situated in the same region.
Thus the electrons would be left in the beam and would hold ions there. The ion accumulation
in the cross-over, in its turn, could be ineffective due to the gun gap field drawing action. Thus
ions and secondary electrons both would accumulate in the beam until dense plasma would
affect the field distribution and allow slow electrons to reach the electrode 4. Thereafter the
stored plasma would decay with slow electrons moving along magnetic lines to the magnetic
shield electrode and ions moving in transverse direction to all the TC parts. Thus in this
hypothetical model the burst of secondary currents on various electrodes observed during the
stage II finds its explanation.

The typical value of the stage II duration was about 100 us. If the beam was dispersed over
the large-area collector then after the end of this stage signals usually stabilized and this
stability lasted for all the rest of the beam current pulse. Magnitudes of the signals here differed
from their initial values because of contribution of the secondary flows. But in the cases of the
beam current exceeding 2 A a low-frequency (~20 kHz) modulation of all signals was observed
(it can be traced in Fig.2 during the stage IV also). In [5] this modulation is described in detail.

For the case of the beam with considerable current focused in a small spot on the target one
more phenomenon was observed. The flow of primary electrons to the target fell in value up to
10 times (stage III in Fig.2). It was registered in current and X-ray signals both. This fall we
attribute to the shielding of the target by the dense target plasma and sputtered matter. The
studies of one-shot beam prints on a graphite target had shown that the print forms depended
on the duration of the current pulse. If the pulse was interrupted while plasma processes were
not yet fully developed the print was solid (Fig.3a) and the target etching rate
was about 10"5g/J or less. But if the pulse
was turned off later (during the stage IV), a b
the beam print shape became annular and
its radius and the etching rate value
considerably increased (Fig.3b).

Fig.3. Forms of single-shot beam prints obtained in
short (a) and long (b) current pulses.
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Thus in this paper the results obtained in experiments with a dense medium-energy electron
beam in regime of long single pulses are presented. When the beam was focused on a target,
power density up to 20 MW/cm2 was available. Specific processes caused by dense flows of
secondary particles and plasma were observed and studied. Rather effective target shielding
occurred when density of energy dose on the target reached the value of about 1 kJ/cm2 The
target plasma and sputtered matter, that caused the shielding, affected the beam structure also.
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